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PRIZES AWARDED IN 2019 
Arts 
THE ARTS DEPARTMENT PRIZE 
The Arts Department has chosen to recognize the following seniors who have challenged themselves and who have 
shared their passion for their chosen art form with the school community. 
 

Stefania Sun-Mi Chung ’19 
Cordiana Bequia Cozier ’19 
Klara Abigail Benzaquen Kuemmerle ’19 
Avik Sarkar ’19 
Philip Andreas Satterthwaite ’19 
 
 

THE JOHN B. PETROPOULOS ART EXHIBITION commemorates a great teacher and friend. The 
following students were chosen to exhibit in this year’s Petropoulos show: 
 

Stefania Sun-Mi Chung ’19 
Halley Elizabeth Douglas ’19 
Anna Dailey Garrity ’19 

 Colin Robert Donahue Keegan ’19 
Annabel Grace Kiley ’19 
Klara Abigail Benzaquen Kuemmerle ’19 
Allegra Michelle Lubar ’19 
Anna Finley Nicholas ’19 
Sabrina Lily Pforzheimer ’19 
Henry Nicholson Platt ’19 
Katharine Penney Randall ’19 
Alexandra Victoria Roloff ’19 
Lana Joan Tilke ’19 
Katherine Nina Whitaker ’19 
 

 
THE DESIREE ROGERS KING FUND was created by Sherwood King in memory of his wife, a 
member of the Buckingham Class of 1936, who had a life-long interest in the arts. The income from the fund 
is to be awarded annually to a promising student of the arts at BB&N. This award may be applied to 
scholarship assistance, or to after-school or summer study in the arts. 
  

Emma Patricia Garvey ’20  
Adon Philip Goodpaster ’20 
 

  
Athletics 
THE PATRICIA H. BIGGAR PRIZE is awarded to students who have achieved a standard of excellence in 
performance, spirit, and leadership by example throughout their athletic careers. 
  
 John Patrick Day ’19 
 Jameson Christine McKenna ’19 
   
 
 
 
THE CLASS OF 1933 ATHLETIC AWARD was established by the Class of 1933 and is awarded to the best 
all-around boy and girl athletes in the graduating class, faithful in practice, skillful in play and, winning or losing, 
true to the highest ideals of good sportsmanship. 
  
 Justin Thomas Albee ’19 

Rei Alexis Halloran ’19 
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THE NICHOLS PRIZE is given in memory of former Headmaster Edgar Hamilton Nichols to the  
girl and boy athletes in the upper classes who, throughout the year, attain the highest distinction jointly in  
scholarship and athletics. 
 
 Jori Brenda Balsam ’19 

Thomas O'Neill Maloney ’19  
 
 
English 
THE GEORGE HENRY BROWNE ENGLISH PRIZE commemorates one of our School's founders.  A 
friend of Robert Frost, whom he several times invited to speak at the School, Mr. Browne was a highly esteemed 
English teacher, the writer of several books, and the headmaster of Browne & Nichols from 1993 until 1929.  
  
 Sophie Anela Collins Arroyo ’19 
 Laila Jolin Shadid ’19 
  
THE PAUL M. JACOBS PRIZE was established by Mrs. Emilie K. Jacobs to honor the memory of her late 
husband, a former Chairman of the Board of Trustees at Buckingham. The award is given to that member of Grade 
10 who has shown outstanding skill in debating. 
    
 Elise Draper Hawkins ’21 
 Jackson Robert Lichtenberger ’21 
  
History 
THE HISTORY/SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS’ PRIZE is awarded annually to the senior who has 
demonstrated exemplary achievement, commitment, and potential in the study of history and social science. This 
year the prize is awarded to: 
  
 Zachary Lang ’19 

Allegra Michelle Lubar ’19 
 
 

THE HISTORY PRIZE is given by the Class of 1959 at Buckingham for a specific piece of distinguished 
work in the field of history—in this case an outstanding American history research paper. 
   

Allegra Michelle Lubar ’19 
 
 
Mathematics 
THE HARRY DAVIS GAYLORD PRIZE is given in memory of the former mathematics teacher to a 
deserving senior for outstanding work in the field of mathematics. This year the prize goes to two seniors: 
 
 Aurash Zacharia Vatan ’19 

 
Sciences 
THE JEAN GORDON CAIRNIE CASTLES SCIENCE PRIZE was established in 1992 through a 
bequest from Mrs. Gordon C. Cairnie in honor of her daughter, Jean Gordon Cairnie Castles ’54, and is given 
to a graduating student who has demonstrated exceptional scientific ability in biological science. 
  
 Gabriel Yehuda-Johannes Levis ’19 
 Grace Curran Paul ’19 
  
THE JOHN H. WALTERS SCIENCE PRIZE is named in memory of John H. (Doc) Walters, who taught 
science from 1949 through 1999, and is given in recognition of sustained enthusiasm and effort in physical science.  
  
 Ava Jean Fascetti ’19 
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World Languages 
THE ARABIC PRIZE  is presented to a student who has proven to be mutahamis/mutahamisa  (intensely 
enthusiastic) for Arabic language and cultures. 
  
 Andrew Brent Elkins Jr. ’19 
 
THE CHINESE PRIZE is given to the student who excels in the study of Chinese.   
  
 Spencer James Solit ’19 
 
THE HELENE HERZOG FRENCH PRIZE is funded by faculty and friends of the former French teacher, and 
is presented for excellence in French and for consistent commitment to the study of French and French civilization. 
  
 Tessa Karin Joffe Haining ’19 

 
THE JAMES ARTHUR REEVES LATIN PRIZE  is presented for excellence in translation and 
comprehension. 
  
 Katherine Nina Whitaker ’19 
 
THE GEORGE DEPTULA RUSSIAN PRIZE  is presented in honor of the founder of BB&N’s Russian 
program in 1956 and is given to a student who has distinguished him/herself by excellent academic performance in 
the Russian language and who has demonstrated a continuous passion for Russia and its people. 
  
 Lana Joan Tilke ’19 
 
THE SPANISH PRIZE is given to the student in the upper grades who excels in the Spanish language  
and who demonstrates interest and enthusiasm for Hispanic literature and culture.   
  
 Armeen Golshan ’19 
 

**** 
 
THE MARINA KEEGAN ’09 SUMMER FELLOWSHIP was established in the spring of 2012 by family, 
alumni/ae, faculty and friends to honor the memory of Marina Keegan, BB&N class of ’09.  In multiple arenas, 
Marina stood out as a kind, intelligent, invested young woman known for her quick wit and irrepressible energy. This 
fellowship is awarded annually to one or more BB&N students pursuing projects focusing on either artistic pursuits 
or activist causes that reflect Marina’s spirit, talents and ideals.   
  
 Emily Elizabeth Plump ’20  
 Samantha Jessie Savitz ’20 
   
 
THE CRAIG B. STONESTREET ’49 PRIZE  was established in 1991 by family, friends, alumni/ae, and 
parents to honor the memory of BB&N's respected alumnus, teacher, administrator and coach. The prize is awarded 
to a student of the junior class in recognition of high scholarship, excellence in athletics, constructive influence 
within the School, and is to be used for travel or other personal enrichment of an educational nature. 
 
 Rowan Dahlim Park ’20  
 

**** 
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THE BARRETT HOYT AWARD was established in 1972 in memory of a student and is awarded to a 
senior who acts responsibly and represents his or her classmates and School with honor.  
 
This award winner is at home behind a camera, exploring the ocean, leading a pack of runners, and 
exploring her many academic interests. A Peer Counselor, co-captain, editor, and Eco-Rep, she 
has embraced a diverse group of opportunities and used her talents to make our School a more 
compassionate and exciting place. 

Leyla Veronica Ewald ’19 
 
This young woman is wise beyond her age and lives by a strong moral code.  She has a huge heart 
and is driven by a sense of justice and fairness. When this student speaks, people listen. 

Tauryn Blair Jennings-DuBose ’19 
 
 
THE ANNETTE JOHNSON PRIZE honors the memory of a student whose life exemplified courage and 
commitment to scholarship. The prize recognizes optimism, perseverance and dedication to the community 
and its ideals. 
 
Optimistic and generous, she embodies the very best qualities of a BB&N student. As a scholar, 
Peer Counselor, and athlete, she has striven to improve our School by sharing her intellectual 
curiosity, her determination, and her vision of an inclusive community.  

Sophie Anela Collins Arroyo ’19 
 
This year’s winner shows her unflagging school spirit by sharing her prodigious knowledge with 
those around her. To her peers, she is a kind, supportive, perceptive classmate who makes the 
experience better for everyone.   
 Samiha Datta ’19 
 

 
 

THE MERIWETHER OTIS KIMBALL PRIZE was established in memory of Meriwether Otis Kimball 
’32 by his parents and is awarded annually for faithful, conscientious work and cheerfulness in meeting and 
overcoming difficulties.  
 
Endlessly curious, effervescent, and witty, this student exemplifies positive risk taking. Whether 
running for office, working on an issue of the Vanguard, or squaring off in a debate, she is a model 
leader who fails and succeeds with grace. 

Talia Meira Belz ’19 
 
Brimming with energy and enthusiasm, this student has dedicated herself to the betterment of her 
community. She has consistently woven together her personal interests and her academic 
ambitions, and she has developed a powerful voice for global engagement. 

Laila Jolin Shadid ’19 
 
 
THE LUBETS PRIZE was established by Richard I. Lubets, Browne & Nichols class of ’51, in memory of 
his parents, to honor a student who has made an outstanding contribution during her or his senior year.   
 
Always enthusiastic, this student elevates those around her. Whether buzzing around in a bee suit 
at the Eco Bash, co-chairing the club Leaders for Equity Advancement and Democracy, or making 
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gorgeous ceramic bowls with hand-engraved flowers, she moves through busy days with ease, 
kindness, and grace. 

Katharine Penney Randall ’19 
 

 
THE DAVID R. POKROSS PRIZE was established by the Pokross children and grandchildren to honor 
their father and grandfather, a former trustee at Buckingham Browne & Nichols. It is awarded to the student 
whose commitment to people in need best embodies the ideals expressed in the Community Service Program 
of the Upper School. 
 
This student’s energy and enthusiasm are evident in everything that she does.  Whether 
coordinating activities for the class, spending school vacation time volunteering at her former middle 
school, or helping to coach her brother’s youth baseball team, she shares her personal and 
academic strengths with others as a way of giving thanks for all that she has received. 

Grace Curran Paul ’19 
 

THE APRIL TERUEL PRIZE, given in memory of a former student, is awarded this year to a senior who 
is kind and understanding to his or her peers and has been an active participant in the life of the School.  
 
From Senior Prefect to captain of the football, basketball, and crew teams, this student’s leadership 
extends into many areas of school life. Always willing to lend a helping hand and do what is needed 
for the betterment of those around him, this student carries himself with kindness, humor, and 
always a big smile on his face. 

Justin Thomas Albee ’19 
 

Whether leading in the classroom, playing on the tennis courts, or editing The Mouthguard, this 
young man is a committed and passionate leader. His honesty, strong communication skills, sense 
of humor, and deep appreciation for his peers inspire others and have energized and “uknighted” 
his grade. 

Armeen Golshan ’19 
 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRIZE was established by George Deptula, a former member of the 
faculty, to recognize strength of character, sensitivity to the needs of others, and willingness to use her or his 
education, talent, and time to assist those in need.   
 

No matter the time or day, this winner always has a smile on her face. With her warm spirit, strong 
character, and acute sensitivity to the needs and experience of others, this young woman will 
always lend a supportive ear or help out a friend in academic or social need. 

Lily Isabella Brown ’19 
 

This student models empathy, rectitude, and sensitive awareness to the world around him. An 
extraordinarily gifted and hardworking composer, musician, and writer of prose and poetry, he uses 
those talents to spotlight issues of social justice, human dignity, and respect for all. 

Avik Sarkar ’19  
  

THE HEAD’S PRIZE is awarded to those students in the graduating class who, in addition to fine 
scholarship, have contributed generously to friends, the school community, and whose lives exemplify the 
School’s motto: Honor, Scholarship, Kindness. There are two recipients. 
 
This young man has excelled as a scholar, journalist, athlete, and leader in and out of the 
classroom. His humility, hard work, and willingness to assist others represent our School's highest 
values. 
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Benjamin Noah Gross-Loh ’19 
 
Empathetic, compassionate, passionate, intelligent, and devoted, this student's legacy is one of advocacy, 
scholarship, kindness, and strength. Through her involvement with SHADES, Femco, and Prism, through 
her outstanding leadership in organizing Community Day, and through her talent, her voice, and her care, 
this young woman is not only a role model but also a future leader. 
 Rebecca Umuringa Mironko ’19 
 
 
Cum Laude Society   (same size and font as other section headers like Arts, Athletics, Citizenship, etc.) 
Kira Nicole Bierly ’19 
Stefania Sun-Mi Chung ’19 
Sophie Anela Collins Arroyo ’19 
Samiha Datta ’19 
Ava Jean Fascetti ’19 
Harry Jacob Golen ’19 
Armeen Golshan ’19 
Benjamin Noah Gross-Loh ’19 
Tessa Karin Joffe Haining ’19 
Charles Dylan Hanson ’19 
Matthew Brendan Keating ’19 
Klara Abigail Benzaquen Kuemmerle ’19 
Zachary Lang ’19 
Allegra Michelle Lubar ’19 
Julia Lopez McCauley ’19 
Rebecca Umuringa Mironko ’19 
Alice Catherine O'Neill ’19 
Grace Curran Paul ’19 
Michael David Remijan ’19 
Avik Sarkar ’19 
Ashley Ajai Sharma ’19 
Spencer James Solit ’19 
Aurash Zacharia Vatan ’19 
Andy Haozhe Xu ’19 


